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Lumbini the Peace-Shrine
f Pilgrimage
- T. R. Vaidya
Lumbini, situated in the Tarai of south-western
region of Nepal, is renowned in the world as the
birthplace of Lord Gautarn Buddha, the Apostle of
Peace. On the Vaisakha full moon day of 623 B.C.'.
Prince Siddhartha Gautama, the future BudIdha, was
born there when his mother Mahamaya was on the
way to Devadaha, her native home.2

Importance of Lumbini
It is mentioned in the Buaanlsr texts rnar
Siddhartha Gautam immediately after birth walked
seven steps, raised the second finger of his right hand
and proclaimed
Aggohamasrni Lokassa.. . 3
" I am the foremost of all the creatures
of the world to cross the riddle of the
ocean of existence. I have come to the
world to show the path of

Emancipation. This is my last birth
and hereafter I will not be born again"
The Nativity sculpture of Lumbini (dating 41h5Lhcentury A.D.) shows Mayadevi, mother of Lord
Buddha, supporting herself by holding a branch of a
tree by her right hand. The newly born Siddhartha
Gautam is depicted standing upright on the lotus
flower. Two other celestial figures are seen pouring
water. Lotus flowers are also seen scattered from
heaven.
Later on after attaining Buddhahood, while
visiting Kapilavastu, Lumbini and nearby areas in
connection with his preaching, Lord Buddha is
described to have said, while discussing with his
disciple Bhikshu Anand:
"Anand! There are four places which

.
Sri Lankan date is followed here. There are many versions about the date. .
It is still a tradition among some communities that a pregnant woman goes to her father's house for
the delivery of the first child.
Jatak Attha Katha
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should be (visited and) seen by a person
of devotion and which would cause
awareness and apprehension of the nature
of impermanence"

The Digha Nikaya further mentions:
"Anand! all those whoare on apilgrimage
to (these) shrine^,^ if they should die with
devotion in their hearts during the coursl
of their pilgrimage, will after (thl
dissolution of the body) be reborn in
good destination, a fortunate celestial
(deva) realm.

Pilgrimage Shrine
Being the birthplace of Lord Buddha Lumbini
was considered a holy pilgrimage shrinesince ancient
times. In the 20Ih year of his coronation i.e. in 249
B.C. Emperor Ashoka of India guided and
accompanied by his royal preceptor Upagupta visited
the spot, erected the stambha (pillar) with a typical
Asokan inscription and placed a commemorative
stone (Silavigadabhicha) to mark the birth place of
Lord Buddha (at the exact spot where prince
Siddhartha Gautam touched on earth) for the benefit
of the future generations of mankind.
The five line inscription of the Ashokan pillar
gives us the exact information that King Piyadasi
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(Ashok), the beloved of Devas, in the 20Ihyear of the
coronation, himself made a visit to Lumbini and paid
homage to Lord Buddha. Realizing that Buddha
Sakyamuni was born here, Silavigadabhica was
placed and stone pillar (stambha) erected. As
Bhagavan (Buddha) was born here, Lumbinigrama
was declared ubalikekate athabhagiyec~.~
In the translation of the text (inscription) there
is much controversy about the word Silavigadabhica.
Different scholarshave given differentinterpektions
about the word. A. Barth and R. Basak explained it as
"a stone image of she-ass as the capital", R. Pischel
and G. Buhler "not as uncouth as a donkey" or "by
finely wrought, polished", Dr. B.C. Law, V.A. Smith
and J. Charpenlier "a stone horse (capita) not a
donkey", or "a stone bearing a horse", R. Pischel
(later on) "a flawless block of stone" from which the
pillar was made, J. F. Fleet "a stone wall which is an
enclosure and a screen", P. Thieme "a featherless
horse", Kenneth R. Norman "a wall made from or
decorated with stonew6.R. K. Mookherji has
interpreted it as "a stone bearing a figure"'. Rajbali
Pandey, Amulyachandra, Dinesh Chandra Sircar,
RomillaThapar and Janardan Bhatta have interpreted
the word as the "railing of stone". Bhikshu Sudarshan
Mahasthavira of Nepal has written that a meeting,
conducted on his request, attended by the monks,
scholars and professors of Chulangkorn University,

Catunnahastham-Birthplace= Lumbini, Place of Enlightenment =Bodha Gaya, First place of
Sermon- Sarnath and Place of Mahapanniravana -Kusinagara.
Rajabali Pandey-Historical and Literary Inscriptions, Varanasi: Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series,
1962,p.39
Kenneth R.Norrnan-"A note on Silavigadabhlca in Ashok's Rummendei Inscription "The Buddhist
Forum, Vol. I11 London: 1994, p.237
Radha Kumnd Mookherji- Ashoka (Revised 2nd Edition ) Delhi: Raj Kamal Publication Ltd., 1955,
P. 197
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DhammasahaUniversity and Chakravat of Bangkok,
the word silavigadabhicha was interpreted as
"disfiguring a stone or engraved the inscription on a
stone." Bhikshu Sudarshan is also of the opinion that
all participantsin that Bangkok meet were unanimous
in their opinion that a stone figure, probably a
prototype of the famous Nativity image of Lumbini
was made.8
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Ashoka erected inscribed pillars also at Gotihawa
and Niglihawa to mark the birth places of
Krakuchhanda Buddha and Kanaka,Muni Buddha,
/
respectively. The Niglihawa pillar inscription of
Ashoka mentions that King Piydashi, beloved of
Gods, (Ashoka) after 14 years of his anointment
enlarged for the second tinie the stupa of Kanaka
Muni Buddha and in the 20"' year of his anointment
~.
.s
he came himself anu
worsnipped
and caused (this)
stone pillar to be erected. Thus Emperor Ashoka
visited the birthplaces of KrakuchancJa ancl-Kanak
-- WCII11 as:
-- Lumbini, the
Muni the previous Buddhas as
birthplace of Lord Gautam IBuddha. Eieing shocked
by the huge blood shed in thle Kaling: I War Ashoka
became a Buddhist and a peace loving emperor
whose motto, henceafter, became Dhannavijaya
(victory by peity) instead of Digvijaya (victory by
arms). To attain rfiental and spiritual solace he had
visited L,umbini arid other si.tes.
J

The discovery of the block of stone known now
as the Marker Stone on the platform made of seven
layers of bricks (from the natural soil) and an arched
niche with two sandstones on the east of the Marker
Stone are unique features in the entire Maurya
terracotta structureat Lumbini.Moreoverthese stones
are found vertically under the spot where theNativity
image was placed. So the Marker Stone and an arched
niche with two sandstoneshave an important message
to convey i.e. pointing out the exact spot where
Prince Siddhartha Gautam was born. Ashokan pillar
inscription also mentions hidabuddhajate and
hidabhagavanjateti. The Divyavadana refers that
royal preceptor Upagupta had said Asmin Maharaja
pradeshe Bhagawna Jata. It also mentions that Idarn
hipratham caityamBudddhasyotam Cakshyusa (This
is the fitst chaitya of Buddha the Enlightened One).
'I'hus the inscription and the literary evidence clearly
mention the exact spot of birth of Lord Buddha.
Emperor Ashoka, havingerected the stambha (pillar)
with inscription, seems to have constructed a vihar in
that complex. The excavations have indeed revealed
the Mauryan terracotta structure around the pillar.

lo

Having erected the stambha, Emperor Ashoka
declared the Lumbinigrama an Ubalika = Abalika,
which means no animal sacrifice (bali) will be
performed here? The villagers of Lumbinigrama
were made subject to pay only one-eighth of the
produce as the land revenue instead of the usual
rate.1° Emperor Ashoka must have placed the Marker
Stone on the exact spot where baby Siddhartha Gautam
was born. Thus Sikavigadabhica is cc
with
the Marker stone." Ashoka's construc
upa,
erection of the pillar, declaration of L U I I I U ~ I I I
as an are:a of ubaliika and a significant reductioIn of

Bhikshu SudarshanMahasthabir-"Silabigadabhicha-chhaguAdhayayan (A study on Silavigadabhicha),
Lunzbiniya Kichale, Kathmandu Offset Press, N.S. 116 p.100
Bhikshu Sudarsan Mahasthabir is also of this opinion.
D.C Sircar-Inscriptions of Asoka (Publication Division, 1967) p.69
T.R. Vaidya- "Nepal and Emperor Asoka" Voice of History Vol. XI1 No. I. (Journal of Central
Department of History, T.U.1997), p. 18
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revenue to the villagers (special facility) made an
impact not only on the contemporary period but also
on the posterity. Lumbini became a holy shrine and
pilgrimage center for all the peace loving people and
Buddhists of the world.
Henceaftermany monasteries were constructed
around and nearby the birthplace of Lord Buddha
from 31d Century B.C. to 6Ih Century A.D. as the
excavations have revealed. The overlapping and
crowded structures are the strong evidence of the
desire of the religious minded Buddhiststo be closure
to the sacred

Lumbini, the Sacred Shrine
Lumbini as the sacred shrine attracted not only
local scholars and pilgrims but also the religious
minded people and scholarly trave!ers from foreign
lands. Unfortunately so far we have not found the
accounts of the local scholars visiting the holy
pilgrimage shrine. From the time of Emperor Ashoka
Lumbini became the Buddhist pilgrimage as well as
the center of peace, compassion, humanism, nonviolence and universal brotherhood.Ashoka himself
achieved profound spiritual solace by visiting the
spot. Later on Lumbini attracted scholarsand pilgrims
like Sheng Tsai (350-375 A.D), Fahien (406 A.D.),
Hiuen Tsang (636 A.D.) from China who visited the
site to pay homage to Lord Buddha. They have left
some accounts about Lumbini, Kapilvastu and
Ramgrama, which were in deteriorating condition.
According to the monk Sheng Tsai "Emperor
Ashoka made a lapislazuli statue of the queen in the
l2
l3
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act of grasping (the tree) and giving birth to the
prince. The branch of the tree.. . still shelters the
to the account the statue of
stone ~tatue".'~According
Mayadevi giving birth to prince Siddhartha was not
made from the point of view of deification (as upto
that time Buddha was not defied). But one thing must
be accepted that from the 4th Century A.D. the
Nativity sculpture had become popular object of
worship among the people.
Fahien found many of the famous Buddhist
sites of India and Nepal in waste and deserted
condition. According to him the city of Gaya was
empty and desolate. The holy places of Bodhgaya
were surrounded by jungle. The extensive tract of the
country near the foot of mountains which was once
thickly populated in the 6Lh/5'h
centuries B.C. was
sparsely populated in 4Ih/Sh centuries A.D.
Kushinagar, Lumbini and Kapilavastu were waste
and deserted. There were only few monks and their
lay attendants living in the area.
Hiuen Tsang (who visited Kapilavastu, Lumbini
and Ramangrama- the three most important sites
connected with Lord Buddha) has given the account
of the stupa built by Emperor Ashoka. He mentions
about the decayed Ashoka tree (under which the Lord
Buddha was born), a spring with cold andmarm
water flowing (where the newly born baby was
purified), many other stupas. By then the Ashokan
pillar with the horse capital was damaged by the
lightening flash. He also saw thejiver of oil (Telar
river) at Lumbini.13

Luciano Petech (ed.)- Northern India According to the Shui Ching Chu. Rome: Instltuto Poligrafico
el lo Stato Piozza Verdi, 1950, p.35
Samuel Beal (id.)- Travels of Hiouen Thsong Vol. 11, Calcutta: Sushi1 Gupta (India) Ltd.,1958. pp.
276-277.
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Ripu Malla, King of western Nepal, while
visiting the holy shrines Lumbini and Niglihawa, l4
had engraved the sacred Buddha Mantra-Om Mani
Padme Hum and his name Sri Ripu Malla ciranjayatu
on the Ashoka pillar of Lumibini. He had also made
a pilgrimage to the holy shrines of the Kathmandu
Valley in 1313 A.D.15Thus upto the early years of
14th century Lumbini was a holy shrine for the
Buddhists and the peace-loving people. But after that
due to foreign invasions, spread of disease specially
malarial disease and other reasons the whole Tarai
region includingLumbini wasdeserted andremained
covered by dense forest infested by reptiles and wild
animals. Lumbini was a neglected and lost shrine for
about five hundred years.

The Discovery of Ashokan Pillar
Due to the effort of Genl. Khadga Shamsher
Rana, the Governor of Palpa and Dr. A. Fuhdrer, the
Ashokan Pillar was discovered on Dec. 1,1896 A.D.
Thus Lumbini, the birthplace of Lord Buddha, the
Apostle of Peace, was discovered to the happiness of
the Buddhists and peace loving people of the world.
It was a great landmark in the history. Many scholars
and devotees were attracted to the site and the
inscriptionofthe Ashokan'pillar becamethe scholars'
main concernofstudy and interpretations.Therecent
discovery of the Marker stone (pointing out the exact
spot of Lord Buddha's birthplace) now seems to have
solved the controversy of the meaning of the word
"Silvigadabhica".
The White Temple of Mayadevi
The inscription confirmed Lumbini as the
l4

l5
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birthplace of Lord Buddha but the ignorant local
people mistook the famous Naitivity sculpture as the
Vanadevi (GoddessBhagvati)and animals and fowls
were sacrificed there. Shocked at the practice, the
Buddhists from Nepal and abroad made a pressing
request to the Government of Nepal to stop the
practice. Thus in 1926 Chandra Shamsher, the then
PrimeMinister,stoppedit.In1930sKaisharShamsher
Rana took the initiative to excavate and conserve the
site with a white Mayadevi Temple with the Nativity
sculpture in it built on the top of platform. Where he
got the Nativity Sculpture is not known. Due to his
lack of archaeological knowledge he placed the Sh
Century Nativity Sculpture in the 20th century
structure. Had he got minimum knowledge of
archaeological norms he would have placed the
historic image in proper stratigraphic spot or left the
written account about his excavation and construction
of the Mayadevi temple.
With the dawn cf democracy and departure
from the policy of isolation after fall of the Ranas
(1950-51), foreignerscouldhavefreeaccess toNepal.

,-

King Tribhuvan adopted a bold policy by
involving personally in the promotion of Buddhism.
Accompanied by Bhkishu Amritananda King
Trubuhvan personally participated in the procession
to receive the relics of Sariputta and Maudgaly ayana,
the two famous disciples of Lord Buddha, from Sri
Lanka on Nov. 8,1951 A.D. Chairing the mammoth
gathering at Tundikhel he spoke highly of Lord
Buddha's teachings and their relevance in the world
full of tension. He expressed his great pleasure to

Asokan pillar of Niglihawa bears an inscription which readsUOmMani Padme Hum Ripu Mallasya
ciranjayatu 1234" (1312 A.D.)
Dhanavajra Vajrachraya and Kamal P.Malla- Gopalarajavamvali, W
Franz Steiner
Verlaz, Nepal Research Center Publication; Kathmandu: No. 9, 1985, p.99
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have the relics of renowned disciples of Lord
Buddha16.It was adeparture from the age-old tradition
of Nepal as the Ranas before 1950 had undermined
the existence and development of Buddhism during
their rule.

King Mahendra and the IIevelopment of
Lumbini
*.. v:-His Late Majesly
~ 1 1 1 1 ; Mahendra visited
Lumbini on Falgun 7,2012 B.S. (Feb 19, 1956 A.D.)
Addressing the mass meeting organized there in his
honor, he spoke in appreciation of the great person of
Nepal, Lord Buddha and His teachings. He said, 'the
forthcoming Baisakha Poomima would be celebrated
as the 25th centenary throughout the world. As
Baisakha Poornima is a holy day (Birthday of Lord
Buddha) I wish it beobserved throughout the kingdom
without any animal being killed . The government
machinery will make necessary arrangement (to stop
the slaughter of any animal or fowl).' He further
emphasized that it was our bounder duty to
immortalize Lord Buddha and materialize His Ideas.
The Govt. ofNepal was also sincere in it. He expressed
his satisfact.ion at the commencement of the
construction (]fa guest house, garden, temple, bridge
. .
and road ther e.lo
"

King hlahendra also laid the foun
pill;zr at Lumlbini garden (west 01 'May ade\ri temple)
on that very clay. l7
King M[ahendra's devotion and dedication to
Lord Buddha and sincere wish to develop Lumbini
l6
l7
l8
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Garden will ever be appreciated by all the Buddhists
and peace loving people of the world. He was the first
King of Nepal to visit Lumbini to pay homage to Lord
Buddha. He must be given due credit to introduce the
system ofcelebration Baisakha Poornima as anational
festival on which day the Government employees are
given holiday. In ancient time Emperor Ashokamade
Lumbini-a zone of alzimsha = Ubalika Abalihz (as
per the Ashokan pillar inscription). In the modern
period from Lumbini King Mahendra declared the
celebration of Baisakha Poornima as the festival in
honor of Lord Buddha and prohibition of animal
slaughter on that day.18 King Mahendra had done a
commendable work in doing so.
The chapter does notend here..Actually it was
the beginning of plan to develop Lumbini as the
pilgrimage center and holy shrine of the peace loving
people of the world, for which King Mahendra will
ever be remembered by all peace loving people of the
world. Because of his dedication and effort from
Nepal and Mr. U. Thant, the then Secretary General
of UN, the Master Plan of Lumbini was conceived in
1967 1
The Master Plan is based on Buddhist
philosophy also. It divides the entire complex into
three zones in built form as conceived by the renowned
e
The
architect-engineer Prof. Kenzo ~ d n of~ Japan.
UNemphasized the importance of Lumbini on the six
aspects :
a) Religic
b) Cultur:

Grishma Bahadur Devakota (ed.) - Nepalko Rajnitik Darpan Vol. I. Katlhmandu. IDhruba Bahadur
Devakota 2036 (3rd print). pp. 378-79
According to Sri Loke Darshan Vajracharya, the then Principal Private Se,cretary of king Mahendra,
the whole expenses of the construction of the pillar- Mahendra Stambha wa:j borne by the royal palace.
:- *LIt seems that Sri Loka Darshan Vajracharya had also played a positive rolr;- 111
ule affair.
-,

Development of ....
c) Archaeological
d) Historical
e) Social and
f) T o u r i ~ ~ ; ~
Conclusion
From ancient times till present Lumbini has
secured avery sacred and holiest place as a pilgrimage
centre for all the Buddhists and peace loving people
of the world. The Lumbini Development Trust, the
sole custodian entrusted by BMG/Nepal for the
development of the complex and the region, is making
all efforts to carry out the construction according to
the Master Plan. So far several such constructions
and the physical-natural setting of the area has given
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Lumbini a new revived face with all the ancient sites
and monuments Freserved in place. The Mayadevi
shrine is expectedI to come up with the most sacred
finds in situ. The iamous Ashokan Pillar is showing
somewhat slanting position which needs immediate
attention by the archaeologists/experts. The rusted
iron ring binding the pillar needs to t)e immediately
replaced by other better 1:ooI. Witl1 the growing
international support and ~ u u ~ ~ l a t i oLumbini
n,
complex and the region will further develop as peace
shrine and places of pilgrimage. The World Buddhist
Summit organized
by HMG of Nepal here at Lumbini
in Nov. 30 - Dec. 2, 1998 is truly a 1iandmark i n the
recent h istory of PJepal. One can hope:that the f uture
of Lumbini is bright.

-

inimistic practices among tharus of
Dang & Deokhuri
- Poonam Rana

h existed
Animism is the farmost bf
since primitive time and Nepalese society is binded
by the animistic traditions, this paper deals with the
animistic religious beliefs, rituals and practices that
has helped to bring about unity and social harmony as
well as helped to maintain social order, thus has
affected the life of the Tharu community.
Setting
The ethnographic study is of the Tharus who
are dwellers of Dang & Deokhuri. This paper is based
on the_fieldsurvey of different villages of Dang such
as Bargati, Digpor, Bhaisai, Puadi, Okra, Karjai and
villages at Deokhuri such as Sisaniya, Arhanpur,
Manpur, Pipri, Pipra, Parwa, PaharwaPathargodawa,
Majheriya, Bagrapur etc. in the year 1994,since most
of the materials are first hand evidences therefore not
many references have been given.
Among different ethnic races, Tharus to
constitute a great bulk of Nepalese population more
than app 458584 they are dwellers of Terai region
- of
Jhapa in the East, Kanchanpur in the west and in
regions of Bara, Parsa, Rautahat, Sarlahi, h.lahottari,

Saptar
:, Bardhiya, Bhutwal,
Nawalparasi and Chitwan. But the present study has
been confined to the villages of Dang & Deokhuri.
The Tharus have app 65 different clans among
with are Danwar, Lampooch, Kohila, Bhatyain,
Patiabuna, Gadwalia, Rana, Mardana, Dangeria,
Kathkania, Kathphoria, Deokhuria, Nawalpuriya,
Chitwaniya, they have been further subdivided into
subclanssuch assatgaiya, Ratgaiya, Kusume, Siruwa,
Purbiya etc.
Dang is situated in the west of Nepal, it rise up
to the height above 6,000 ft. forming, Siwalikranges,
this region is of archeological importance numerous
authentic findings & remains of implements proves
it to be the home placeof Primitive dwellers. Deokhuri
lies along the Mahendra Rajmarga.
The study on the religious aspects brings to
light that religion is one of the most important
ideologieswhich fashionshuman societies and guides
their social life patterns.
E.B. Tylor is of the view that animism is the
belief in soul, spirit and gf ~osts& gods. He clarifies
that the primitive men saw d!reamswhere he conversed

Animistic
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with others while all the time he was assured by
friends that he was a sleep after which there emerged
aconcept that there was a soul which left the body and
when it returned an individual woke up, but there
were times when the soul left for good never to return
and then the individual never woke up and it was
believed that his soul left for distant land from where
there was no return. But primitive belief also persisted
that at times some dissatisfied spirits returned and
possessed individuals and to drive it away emerged
shamanism.
The Tharu ethnic communities are followers of
animistic beliefs as defined by Tylor they believe in
life after deaih, about good &bad spirits, fetish, they
are believers of spirits that dwell on stones, animals,
trees, streams mountains as in vedic ages. The general
belief that persists is that, if the spirits are displeased
then the evils in form of natural calamities epidemics
would befall them and mordes to please such deities
they offer ritualistic sacrifices and the medium of
transmission between the man & spirit is the Dhami
known by the name of Gurba among Tharus.
These spirits play significant role in their lives
in shaping their destinies infact the whole social
structure and system of the communities has been
guided by such beliefs & practices handed down
from generation to generation so much so that each
minute misfortune to large calamities, peace &
prosperity all have been regarded as the will of the
spirits. Such animistic beliefs & practices which
usually is regarded by modern society as a hindrance
for development, on the contary to the Tharus these
beliefs & practices have helped them to bring about
social cohesion at the community levels as well as
provided them with power & strength of force to
survive against the harsh nature which is beyond their
understanding. This has also helped them to safeguard
their traditions & culture.
In order to simplify the paper presented only
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relevant aspects associated with animism religious
beliefs & practices have bee:n include d & different
questions have been formulaaed.
ow have the different animistic ritualistic
,actice, beliefs, festivities connected with
fferent social aspects help in bringing about
prosperity a~ndsafety of the community?
b.
Whiledealir~gwith the paper we get introduced
.
.*- two most s~gnificantpersonalities who
tant role irI guiding their
tve played
ies.
Llke any other prlmtttve communltles of the
world Tharus have been followers of animism which
earliest was simple but in course of development
process the rituals became complex. Their belief in
the supernatural spirits is one of veneration; fear
dependence and they worship the deities and offer
ritualistic: sacrifice:s in order to be protected & to
eir blessirIgs.
obtain th~
. ..
&'TI
ley belleve that the destinies & fortune
ofrnaking are influenced by supernatural
s p irits"
~
(Caughley et al, 1971:15)
Th23rus too believe that their destiny and their
prosperity which is mainly based on agriculture is
influenced by different spirits and in order to evoke
then they perform different rituals & practices.
"Tharus are believers of ghosts spirits
lailld mantras , infact fc~routsiders it is a
lanld of witchc:s, every vrillages have some
. . ro
.
.
eignt
ren
Known a s Dains and
unshakable b~eliefexis1t that if Dains get
offended they not on1y kill bul: spread
L.
-.- ~ . ,
.village ana ln oraer to
epidemics in .ine
scare away the Dains help is taken from
exorcist (Gurba) and he is given paddy by
vill agers and he thus I:jrotect the:m from
demics."
cpi~
Val
-rya, 197 1:404
A.

..:I.-.

!~~
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But the reality that exists is that such beliefs and ceremonies & festivities associated with their social
practices guides their social life as well as brings life are analyzed.
about harmony and social cohesion. To them each &
every aspect of nature, mountains rivers stones are all The Devarar
Among the Tharus of Dang & Deokhuri there
fetish or dwelling places of spirits who are some how
or the other related with their social life and their is a special room in every house like the Pooja Kotha
main emphases in performing rituals & practices by known by the name of Devarara of the place where
means of offering sacrifices in order to over disaster they house different fetish forms in which resides
which may create havoc within the village and their diffcrent spirits.
This Devearar exist either in the house of the
sole object is to please these spirits who in return
protect & bring peace and happiness & fortune to eldest or the youngest son at Dang. However at
their community.
Deokuri it exist in every house only the numbers of
In this paper different animistic deities and fetish1 forms varied for e.g. in the house of the eldest
spirits & fetish prevalent among theThurs ofDang & son, all the fetish forms existed but among younger
Deokliuri have been discussed &the rituals beliefs & son the deearara comprised only of Diya & Kucho
practices that are closely related with their life cycle known as Barni.
The deities within the Devarara
Talwar

Bahari

Gharwa

Boks
\

Lathi

Deity
Maiya

/

31

The above outlines sketch clearly denotes or
shows fetish fonn where resides the deities, the
names have been mentioned. These are of symbolic
valiies.

-

-..

The deities and their importance
The Gharwa- was symbolized by a fetish
inform of horse as shown in the figure and it was the

deity
dwelling place of spirit Gharwa who was worshipped
to overt or avoid illness thatmay lay footholds in their
houses. In case of illness on the advice of Gurwa
sacrifices of pigs, fowl, chicken were offered to the
deity to'cure their illnesses.
Diya- symbolizes the deity of fire and it was
burntdaily as homage to different spirit thatprotected
them.
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Maiya- was the deity symbolized by an iron
form which was the fetish on whichresided the spirit
of Maiya deity who looked after them and protected
them and they worshipped it by offering sacrifices of
goat sheep pig Rakshi and Jad and in return they
asked the spirit to preserve them from evils.
Dancho- was the deity who preserved them
from thieves the interesting fact was that this deity
was robbed and brought from another goan2 and then
placed it in their Devarara. This was the spirit who
accepted sacrifices of animals.
Dhakuli- was used to keep Anna, it probably
symbolized anna3 Devata's spirit who if pleased
provided them with ample crops & harvest.
Bahari & Dahari- also known as Dehari within
which food grains were kept small representations of
large ~ e h a rwas
i ~ kept within the Devarar. The belief
exist that if it was worshipped its spirit would provide
them good harvest & their Dhahari would always be
full.
There was ~ u t h c oand
~ Barni which was
changed every year there was rised in the cleansing
of Devaras, there was also Barchi, Talwar, Lathi used
incase of auspicious ceremonies by Gurba and it
acquired significant position within the Devarar.
In case ofdeath in the family the whole Devarar
has to be cleansed & purified because prior to death
the sick person was placed near the Devarar, the
belief persisted that when a person expires within the
Devaras then his spirit straight away left for heavenly
abode, beside it belief also existed that if the dead was
displeased or had expired without his wish as being
unfulfilled then his spirit returned to haunt them &
locals were of view that an evil person who died
through evil means by eating Poison or hanging
themselves then even their spirit turned into Bhutwa
or evil spirit who gave troubles to the villagers.

11

Strict d e i t y
lere were 2ilso other deities or spirit who were
.ed to be vlery strict as they did not accept any
. ".
mooa sacrlrlces this spirit was placed outside the
house and was regarded as the sister deity of Maiya
and was known by the name of Suchi. 'The local belief
persists that this deity was very strict, therefore many
of the villagers did not keep Sushi deity because it did
not accept any bloody sacrifices nor did it accept
Rakshi and Jad, since the Tharus were Matwali Jata
therefore many of them did not keep this deity. Local
folkloreforetells that one of the Tharu who had earlier
housed sushi within the Devaras one day he
accidentally on a festive occasion having drunk lot of
Rakshi entered the Deverara & Sushi brought about
illness to the whole family after lot of worship of
offering milk & honey she was separately house
outside their hut in the backyard. Since then the
tradition to house it outside in the backyard and
offering of only milk honey and fruits became a
tradition.
Bhumiyar T h a u
~ a n g
In Dang incourse of spirit worship there was a
~ h a where
n ~ resided the spirit known by the name of
Bhumeyar, it was here that Bhuimeyar Pooja or
community level worship was performed. This was
done by groups of 50 to 70 household who contributed
Jad Rakshi, fowl pig, food grains etc. and then the
ritualistic Pooja was conducted by Matau (the head)
twice a year after the ritualistic Pooja feasting occurs.
This ritualistic Poojaat BhuimeyarThan is performed
for the preservation of the community from fire,
flood, earthquake and epide--;PC
21111b5.

The M a r w a t h a n of Deokhuri
The Tharus of Deokhuri perform Marwapooja
they install wooden fetish as shown in the figure
below on which resided different spirits.

12
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Marwa Than at Dang

Gharle Chandi

The wooden post were Marwa for Annadevata
on which resided the spirit Annadeva who helped in
growth of good food crops & if pleased provide
ample harvest.
Jhyta Bhumi- is another Marwa who was the
spirit of the earth, the local belief persisted that this
deity had to be pleased regularly because it was the
mother earth, who provided them good harvest if
incase the Bhumi or the land of the tribe was
unproductive it was because the spirits were angered
and sacrifices had to be offered. In fact during the
month of Ashad prior to sowing of rice they perform
the worship known by the name of Ashade Pooja it
was dedicated to Bhumi spirit, the locals prior to
sowing kept boons saying if their harvest was ample
then they would offer either cock fowl pig etc.
likewise prior to harvesting &cultivationthey conduct
Pooja Aja and worship the land and then plough. All
this brings to limelight how these locals and their
deity activity is associated with the spirits who in
their belief are a source of power and strength to
survive against nature.
Bharrora- was the Marwa who was the spirit

of the cattle it preserved their livestock and if this
spirit was pleased it increased their number but if
displeased it destroyed them completely. Therefore
the locals pleased it by offering sacrifices.
Birakshya- was the Marwa on which resided
the spirit of the cattle the local belief persisted that if
the cattle were lost & if this deity was worshipped the
lost cattle would certainly return home if no harm had
come to it. The Marwa Pooja of Deokhuri too was
conducted at the community level, the Mahatau was
called the Gurba who conducted the pooja, the
members of 50 to 70 household contributed foodgrains Rakshi, Jad, alcohol, cock, fowl, pig etc. &
festival was also held. The main purpose was to
preserve village from epidemics and other natural
calamities. It is seen that all these spirits and their
worship are concerned with their social aspects and
lives of the people were guided by them.
This wooden post which meant nothing for us
were of great symbolic & religious values which
guided their entire life-patterns.
Beside it they worshipped other spirits by the
name of Bhutwa both at Dang & Deokhuri the belief

Animistic ....
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They also believed in evil spirit known as
persisted that this was an evil spirit who when
displeased caused havoc in the villages therefore Bokshi just as Varya 1971 has mentioned that they
villages made regular offering, to pacify it so that in were termed as Dians a living incognite infact at
return for the offering the spirit would look after the every village there were more than 10 to 12 witches
village.
or Dians & local beliefs persists that even to this day
Brahma- was the spirit of fire and the local on a darkinght, when the whole village sleeps these
belief persist that if it was angry it burnt the whole witches burn their finger nails & fly together at the
village, this spirit was kept far away from the village riverside to worship their evil gods and if at such
and it was worshipped regularly and sacrifices were instances a human eye happens to see the Dians, then
offered to please the deity so that it would safe-guard he is killed by them. When displeased the Dians
the village from fire.
cause epidemicsand the only person who can preserve
At Deokhuri, village known by the name of
them from the Bokshi or Dians is the Gurba who in
Pipri the Marwa were termed by the name of 26 return takes food grains for safeguarding them from
Narayan and community level worship & offering such evil spirits.
were made to them.
Life cycle associated with Deities
Path of Survival Chart- I

Departure of soul &
concept of rebirth

youth
Family emerges
\

from where there is
no return the ritual
is associated with
death

\

\

Celebrating
Rituals ceremonies festivities to
food, cloth & feast & entertain

or d v a l they include
in Various aspects
1. Agriculture
2.
Animal Husbandry
3. Kamaiya F'ratha
(Bonded Labour)
4.
Majdoori
(Labouren work of other
manual work)

J

Money obtained used for

1
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The Hindu value system are full of rituals &
ceremonies from the time achild is born intodeath an
individual follows numerous ceremonies & rituals
which can be termed as Samskar,
"Samskar meant religious purificatory
rites and ceremonies for sanctifying the
body mind and intellect of an individual
so that he becomes a full member of the
community ."
(Dahal 198533)
Such Samskars vary from community to
community the term such as Samskar does not exist
among the Tharus however tribal and primitive their
beliefs maybe, the belief persist that what has life has
to persist and theTharus to from birth to death follow
numerous rituals.

The t w o most significant person i n t h e life
of Tharus
-Sorini
-Gurwa
Birth of a Child- especially in case of the first
male child is an special occasion both at Dang &
Deokhuri, just as in any eastern societies they prefer
a male child to girl child, in many cases the daughterin-law usually gives birth at her husbands house
among well to do Thaurs, they prepare a special room
for birth while among others they give birth at Kunti
(which is a sleeping room). Sometimes it is the
mother-in-law who plays the role of the most
significant person in the lives of the Tharu the Sorini,
and sometimes it is the local Sorini (or the midwife is
called she is an expert at child delivery.)
The navel cutting ceremony- and rituals vary
slightly in Dang &b Deokhuri among the Tharus of
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Dang the navel is cut with a clean sickle or Hasiya but
recently blades are being used and then the Sorini
gives the cut navel to the father of the child who
buries it within the premises of Gahari (cowshed)
which is within the house.
While among the Tharus of Deokhuri it is the
Sorini herself cuts the navel and takes it outside the
house and buries it deep just below the thatched roof.
In Dang incase of a first born male child he is
garlanded and then as a fee to Sorini the family gives
her gifts on the Supa (Nanglo) which is filled with
Dhan (grains) and on it a burnt Diya is kept and
money is also placed on it and is carried to the
Sorenes house.
On the doorway of Tharus house fishing net
shoes, leaves of Saer plant and branch of Seej plant
are hung inorder to overt evil eye. The local beliefs
both at Dang & Deokhuri exist that if a Dian or
Bokshi visits the house she gets entangled on
fishingnet then is pierced by Barer plant and another
belief persist that she cannot pass under the shoes.
Thus the harms averted for newborn child and the
mother, however beliefs vary among sub groups.
On the 7"' day an important role is played by
Sorini on this day she keeps the child on her lap and
the new cloth is given to the child by his grand parents
and it is the Sorini who keeps the child name, infact
she is regarded as the second mother and is given
great respect, she is given the important task of
naming the child itself shows of her importance. But
the recent trend has changed with the assimilations &
acculturations of Hindu culture the Tharus to have
under gone changes and now it is the parents &
grandparents who keeps their child's name.
After the name keeping ceremony the gotiyar
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(relati-w)are called & feast is held, again important
position is given to the Soroni, after the feast lot of
girfts, rice, Dhan, meat alcohol, money cloth are
given to her. It is during this feast that the brides
parents come and bring gifts of meat, alcohol, money
& new cloth for the child & the mother and Sorini.
This system varies among subsects even the feasting
ceremony is done in accordance to their capabilities.

Rice feeding ceremony
When the child is 5 , 6 months old incase of the
first son the solid food of rice is fed by the nearest
gotiyar and gifts of meat milk new cloth money is
also given both to the mother & child & feasting is
held.

Hair cutting ceremony
Similar to Chewar, among the Tharus of Dang
& Deokhuri, hair is shaved but tuppi is kept in all

theseceremonies the Sorini is given important position
of respect.
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places are plastered withred mudmixed with cowdung
such places are said to be purified and sacred,
furthermore eight other smaller place are plastered
and on each plastered places leaf cups filled with
grains are kept and on it burnt Diya are placed &
copper coitus are placed on each of them and other
materials required for the ritualistic purpose are
Jaiphal &beetle nut and 2,3 smalls chicks. The grand
parents or the mother sits nearby with the child, the
Gurba beats the drum and then continues with the
chanting of the sacred mantra time and again he
offers to spirits flower &vermilion & finally holds
little chicks and them with the knife he cuts the
feather of the leg & applies tikka to the little child.
Then the feast if prepared & all gotiyars (relatives)
are invited after the feast small portion of meat,
grains, alcohol, money is carried by the person to
gurwas house, infact prior to inviting him on such
occasion Rakshi, Jad grain is send as an invitation,
just as the Sorini the Gunva to holds an important
position for himself in the Tharu community. The
spirits responsible for preservation of the child at
Dang was known by the name Chaitra & Bhakura, &
the Gurwa evoked it.

The role of Gurwa
Another person who exist in every walk of life
in the Tharu society is Gurwa, he is their protector
against evil he is their healer, the chanter of mantras
the sole medium between man & spirit, he is the
holyone similar to the witch doctors of Africa.
Among Tharus of D3ng there is a special ritual
associated with preservation of the child beside
avoiding evil eye.

Ritual for child preservation
This ritual is performed twice a year on Chaitra
& Paush, the Gunva comes on such occasion and five

Another similar ceremony for child preservation
is held on the month of Magh & Baishakh is it done
or performed at the community level where 80 to 60
households contribute Jad Rakshi, grains, pig fowl
and other required material such as Lauka, Ginger,
Dhatura etc. again it is Gurba who chants mantra and
cuts the chicks feather if there are60 households then
the feather of 60 chickens are offered to the deity
inorder to please it and then fast is held. Thus in this
manner it is believed that the deity safeguards the
children of the village.
Thought in Deokhuri we do not come across
any of such rituals which are observed inorder to
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safeguard the children however there does exist
certain spirits known by the name of Maiya Devee
and the parents have to offer worship to her through
the Gurwa who is the only medium ofcommunication
between man & spirit. If the child suffers from fever
or vomits or is the victim of diahoreal diseases then
the belief persists that the deity is angry and at once
Gurwa is called &chanting of mantra is done & fowl,
chicken, pig as required is offered to please the deity.
However since this area of study lies near the
developed region where people have already had
knowledge of health post, therefore despite showing
to the Gurwa if the child still suffered then he was
taken to the health post this is however uncommon
among Tharus of Dang who dwell far away from the
modern world.

mamages are being accepted. Beside it there were
also marriages of unsuitable ages were 8 years old
boy wedded girl of 14 years, infact such marriages
exist to this day, incourse of field work the researcher
came across a couple where a boy was 21 and a girl
of 31 though of course while looking there was
hardly any differences yet such marriages were held
for the sake of conducting household & agricultural
works.

Marriage- is an important aspect of any
community be it primitive or modern, likewise the
Tharus of Dang & Deokhuri observe it in their own
manner, They observe insert taboos and local belief
persists that children born of those who do not
observe such taboos are usually lame, therefore such
marriages are forbidden.

Satta Patta marriage- which exist no more
was common among the Tharus of older generation
Krsna who now is 75 was married at the age of 18
with SivaHari Chaudhary theelder, after one year his
youngerbrother Lal Hari Chaudhary wedded Sankara,
after which Siva Hari Chaudhary handed his wife
Krishna to Lal Hari and took Samkara as his wife she
became wife of La1 Hari Chaudhary. But now such
customs does not exist, but in her time it was quite
common, there was nothing strange about it but
recently this pratha is completely out of their system.

The types of marriagesthat prevail among
Tharus of Dang & Deokhuri are
Early marriage.
Satta Patta marriage
Arranged marriage
Elopement
Child marriages, widow marriages,
remarriages marriage of unsuitable age etc.
The findings were that the child born out of the
marriage contracted between people of same clan
were called Seethe earlier they were tabooed by the
Tharus but recently changes has emerged and such

Early marriages- Where thechild o f 4 wedded
with a girl of same or little younger age this kind of
marriages were common, but recently changes have
taken place. In cases of early marriages the girl is
brought to the grooms choose only after she reaches
the age of puberty.

Arrange marriages- were common and exist
up to this day however the recent trend is more
towards elopement infa& the father encourages
daughter to runaway and later give small feast, this is
being encouraged because of increasement in the
dowry pratha which is beyond the capability of the
modern families who mostly led life of Kamaiyas
(bonded laborers). This exists both among theTharus
of Dang & Deokhuri. In case of arranged marriages,
auspicious day is chosen specially Friday &
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Wednesday in Dang and Monday in Deokhuri.
Asking of hand- It is the grooms father who
send Aguwa to contract marriage while in Dang the
grooms parents themselves go & take with them
Rakshi, Jad, Rupee & if accepted, the marriage is
considered fixed.
On the wedding day brides guardians go to the
grooms house along with gotiyars (relatives) the
Gurawaaccompanies them andpooja Ajaof the bride
groom is done it is a ceremonial function of the brides
parents are rich they even give Rs. 400 to 500 to the
grooms or 4 to 5 rupees. In accordance to their
capabilities, they also present him new cloth & the
gotiyar also gives him gifts of other money or cloth.
Then begins the process feasting were
scrumetious feast is prepared, then Jad, Rakshi, pig
cock are prepared and then begins the ritualistic
ceremonies in which the Gunva play significant role.
There is aritual where the Gurwaplaces the
grooms hand into brides hand
Then uses Barbhi which is placed in the
Devaras, it is taken out by Gurwa and it is
fixed on the around plastered with red mud
& cowdung then the gotiyar joins head of
groom & bride and Gurwa chants mantras
& places Barchi on their head though the
researcher lacks the symbolic meaning, yet
this ceremony existed both among Tharus
of Dang & Deokhuri.
Another important ritual is the Parchedha
according to which theGurwachants mantra
and then sprinkled the water on the head of
the groom & the bride.
There was also ritual which took pace
within the Devars the bride & the groom

were placed infront of the deity here they
hold each others hand and the bride touches
the grooms feet & all the while the Gurwa
chants mantra and "Mulopani" (comprising
of sugar & water is given to the groom &
bride they drink from the same Batuko
(wooden pot then he blesses them.)
The gurwa puts Dhaka of Rs. One on the
grooms hand & amidst chanting he applies tikka on
the head & then begins feasting & singing, dancing
and drinking of Jad & Rakshi which is final phase of
marriage.
Another ritual associated with marriage at
Deokhuri was that the couple were taken to local
Marwa than and had to circumblate it five times and
Gurwa chants mantras in both cases gotiyar are
invited & feast is held.
After few days bride is taken to her parents
home by her nearest goiter & paur (Gift) of Dhikari
(special prepared food out of flour of boil rice) meat,
Rakshi, Jad and other alcoholic beverages are taken
with them, then after few days her husbands brother
comes to take her back and he is given feast and then
she goes back with gifts ofTikuli, Dhikiri, vegetable,
Jad, Rakshi, etc. after this ritual she is considered as
having belonged to the house of other families etc.
Othermarriages which are common are widowmarriage remamage as well as Chariti Time where a
man runs away or takes away another man's wife and
then he pays for her this payment may vary from
1,000 to 4,000 after which she becomes his wife. In
all these ritualistic process of marriages the Gurwa
plays significant role.
The importance of Gurwa can be seen even in
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the last journey to the land of eternity from where
there is no return.

it amidst joy & festivity in accordance to
their capabilities.

Death however crude is an accepted and an
unavoidable fact of life and the Tharus of Dang &
Deokhuri have accepted it as a part of life.
Tharus of Dang & Deokhuri prior to death
brings the sick to the Devarar and the Gurwa chants
mantra for peace &easy death, the gotiyars are called
& body is carried out of the back door on Khatiya
placed upside down, new cloth is wrapped and on the
chest a burning diya is placed and the nearest gotiyar
and sons carry the body and they either bury or burn
the dead.

Dassian- they also observe Dassian by
worshiping goddess Durgaand among some
Tharus Tug of war is held & they held feast
drink Jad, Rakshi, sing & dance for 10days.

While burying the Gurwa chants mantra if it is
a male he is laid facing front, if it is a female she is
buried facing down, they bury hisdresses, vegetables,
grams etc. & amidst chanting they sprinkle Jau, corn,
grain etc. &then bury it after which sons and gotiyar
bathe and the procession returns at Dang they keep
Baar Kada (Thorn) on the way so that the spirit of the
dead may not return, but this was not doneat Deokhuri,
the Tharus of Dang observe 11 days rite in which he
lives as a hermit and cooks himself while at Deokhuri
it is observed for 10 days, during these days they do
not touch anyone nor do they eat meat or alcoholic
beverages & all ritualistic ceremonies are conducted
by Gurwa.
Festivities followed by Tharus of Dang &
Deokhuri are1

Maghi- is the most important festival
observed in the month of Maghi for period
o f 5 days it is a period offestivity &joy paur
is send the daughter & misrawa brought by
them to their parents home it constitute of
Tharus of both Dang & Deokhuri celebrate

Diwali- where the brothers gather to be
worshipped by their sisters & they give
them gifts.
Vasanta panchami & holy- is alsoobserved
amidst feasts & festivity during Chaitra.
Tharu women observe.
Ghattu- for 15 days, they make clay gods &
worship it with flowers & sing & dance on
the last day they drown the god a midst
singing & dancing.
During the month of Shrawan & Rhadra
they observe Harede- for the preservation
of the whole community and the village
again among all the festivities any ritualistic
ceremonies are conducted by Gurwa who
chants mantra and after pooja festivity is
held.
On the month of Shrawan they observe
ritual so that no disease may touch their
body or for health & happening or the
community.
Likewise Dhuri is performed on the month
of Ashad for the purpose of good health
sacrifices to the spirit is offered as advised
by Gurwa and sacrifices vary from cock,
hen, to pig, goat sheep etc.
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They also perfom1 Ranje pooja- this is
conducted by Gurwa for the purpose of
avoiding epidemics at community level.

10

During the monthofMangshir- they perform
the ritual or festival of Lwaghi for the
purpose of ample crop and good harvest
ritualistic conditions is performed by the
gurwa & sacrifices of fowl & pig is offered.
Another important festivity, which brings
about social cohesion amount Tharus is the
festivity of.
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Gadimai pooja- which is performed after
every five years, Tharus from all parts gather
at the temple & pooja aja is done. Recently
during this festivity 5,000 buffaloes,
countless numbers of hen, cock, goat sheep
were slaughtered in name of religion. This
is performed for peace & prosperity of the
community imagine what, wastage ofwealth
and bloodshed in the name of religion but
then who can change it? It is tradition
followed from generation to generation,
which was probably simples earlier with
every little sacrifices but with modernization
it has taken a complex form.
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There is also another festivity known as
Sanu gadimai pooja- which is performed
annually, sacrifices are offered again for
purpose of health wealth & happiness.
Other festivities are worship of
Musaniyamai Amodai- for the purpose of
health wealth and happiness and in all
ritualistic condition the Gurwa piays
signification role.
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Conclusion
These animistic beliefs and ritualistic practices
and festivity are associated with their daily life, it
provides these Tharus strength & power to survive
against hardship of life and harsh nature infact like in
all ages these Tharus to have wished or hoped to
benefit long life, good health, children, ample rain,
good harvest, multiplicatioll of cattle or for the
admission or the soul to heavenly abode in conduction
of these ritualistic beliefs and practices by worship of
such deities or spirits who in return provide them &
bless them with above mentioned aspects, themedium
ofcommunication between spirit & man is the Gurwa,
all these beliefs, practices have helped in fulfilling
their needs.
In fact their whole life structure is guided by
these animistic religious beliefs & practices it has
provided them with strength, power and helps in
bringing about social unity and harmony and social
order in the lives of these Tharus.

NOTE- Since most of the materials are first
hand collection therefore very little reference are
mentioned.
1. Fetish
dwelling place of spirits

2. Goan

the village

3. Anna

rice grain

4. Dehari

place to store rice, made of
mud prevalent only among
Tharu community

5. Kutcho
6. Than

broom
a religious place
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Khaptad Region in Mythology
- Shiva Kaj Shrestha

Introduction:
It is very clearfromthe study of various Pauranic
and historical literature, that Khaptad of "Khecharadi
Parvat" area was the cultural and religious centre of
lower part of "Manas Khanda". The upper part
included Mt. Kailash and Manasarovar (present day
Nari or Aali district along withGuge areas of SouthWestern Tibet).
VallavaDoval, in his research article (Saptahik
Hindusthan, 27 Jan. 1991) has tried to establish that
"Tribisripa" (Tibet) was inhabited by "Nordic" Aryans
and ruled by various "IndrasW-the king emperors of
the Deva-Ganas. It is noteworthy that Dr. B. S . Guha
the famous historian- anthropologist of India and
many other scholars are of the opinion that the
ancient language of Vedas are highly influenced by
"Nordic Aryan" language. (Please see "Prachin
Bharat" p.5. by Dr. R. C. Majumdar). Their heavenly
empire was distributed into five parts, resided and
ruled by 5 tribes. First "Loka" was Deva Loka ruled
by Indras. Naga Loka was second which covered the

Himalayan territory as far west as Kashmir,
Singkiyang, Laddakh and Hindu Kush. The centre of
Naga Loka was Mt. Kailash and Manasarovar
protected by Lord Shiva. The description of Naga
Loka denotes the upper catchment area of River
Sutlej. The third was "Yakshya Loka" covering
Kumaun, Garhwal in the west and Doti, and Jumla
area in the east. Mr. Doval has based his study largely
on Bhagwat Purana. It may be of great interest to the
religious minded tcurists and research scholars to
know the fact that Khaptad-Malika area was the
centre of Yakshya Loka where Lord Kubera had his
capital "Kanchan Puri" which probably was not very
far from "Alaka Puri" of Lord Indras.
Here, we arc concentrating more on Mansas
Khanda of Skanda Purana, as this (Yet unpublished)
document is more informative. We have also referred
several other authors who have pioneered in this field
of research.
It is not-worthy that the mythological records
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conceal many historical facts, which without
archeological evidences can not be termed as
"historic" & "Prehistoric". Israel, in fifties had shown
faith in "OldTestament" (Bible) and by following the
descriptions found the archeological evidence of
King Soloman'sMinesand was benefited. At present,
there is growing interest among the students and
scholars in our great mythological past.

The Mythological Tribes of Swarna
Bhumi or Bhumi or Yakshya Loka (The
Land of Kubera):
GeetaPustakalaya and Shaileswori Guthi Sewa
Samiti, Doti, Nepal has published a book named
"Tirthatraya Mahatmya Sangraha", in 2052 B.S.
This book is based on the yet unpublished parts
("Mahatmayas") of "Manas Khanda" of the famous
Skanda Purana. It seems that the complete "Manas
Khanda" is available in far western Nepal. But, as of
now, nobody knows where. In the famous Kalyan
Karyalaya, editors also think that 6 "Sanhitas" of
Skanda Purana may be available in Nepal. (P.9
Sampchipta Skanda Purana (25th year, special issue,
B.S. 2052, Gorkhapur, India).
Another important source of "Pauranic" people
and places of central Himalayas is the Vayu Purana.
According to this Purana and several other Puranas
the ancient tribes who, lived in these mountainous
parts were, Gandharvas, Kinnars, Yakshyas, Nagas,
Vidhyadhars, Siddhas, Guihyakas and Rakshyasas
(close toDanavas or Daityas). Itis stated inMarkandya
Purana (RekhaThapaliy al, Prachin Madhya Himalaya
p. 39) that Khasa people live in the central part of
"Swarna Bhumi".

The Mythological Yakshyas (Ya-Khasa
People):
The Khasa people were best known as
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warriors and generally considered to be very burtal
and mobile tribesmen. They are supposed to have
come to India and Nepal from Caucasus Mountains
or from west of Caspian Sea. They are said to be the
sons of Kasyapa Muni according to Kurma Purana.
Their Physical features are described to be tall, white
and hairy. Many scholars are of the opinion that the
Ya-Khasas or khasas had come to Himalayas much
earlier than the Nordic or "Vaidic" Aryans. The
Kassites (Khasas) had attacked the Babylonian Empire
after the rule of Hammu Rabi some 3,800 years
Before Present (B. P.). Mr. Vadri Dutta Pandey in his
famous book "Kumayoun Ka Itihas" (History of
Kumaoun p. 510), 1997, Hindi edition, quoting Mr.
Atakinson (Himalayan Gazetteier Vol. 3,1882 AD)
says that the mythological "Yakshyas" are none
other than present day "Khasha" people of Kumaun
and Far WesternNepal. Mr. Pandey againquotesMr.
Atkinson as mentioning that until the time of Ashoka
the great (some 2200 year BP), "Khasa" people were
called "Yakshyas" who had built great stupas, ie.
they were already followers of Lord Buddha (p. 535,
Ibid). In Khaptad there is mention of the presence of
"Siddhas" also in "Manas Khanda" of Skandha
Purana. Vayu Purana and Markandya Purana also
mention of Swarna Bhumi (the Land of Gold) and
Khasha people. In Mahabharata it is, mentioned that
Khasha people had brought gold for emperor
Youdisthira from Swarna Bhumi, implying that the
Khashas or Yakshyas were living in the area near Mt.
Kailash and Far Western Nepal. The Puranas also
mention about the "Rakshyasa" tribes who use to
guard the unfathomable wealth of the "Yakshya"
king Kubera. It seems that the word "Yakshya" was
pronounced by Khashas as "Ya-Khasa" and
"Rakshyasa" as "Ra-Khasa" (hence the name "RaKasa lake near-by Manasarovara). Also note that
they pronounced Surya (sun) as Surayasa. It is also
noteworthy that in ancient Greek history the Khasa
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people are described as "Kassites" and "Huna" people
who were living in south westernTibetweredescribed
as "Heptalites". Even now, one can hear of "Huniyas"
in Far Western Nepal and Kumaun. Probably, these
tribals are the last remainants of white "Huns" of the
world history. Some authors take "Hepthalites" or
Hittis as another tribe of Khasapeople. In my opinion
"Zaads" or Tibetan Khasa people seems to have
mixed blood with the famous Hun tribes. (Please also
see RekhaThapaliyal, Ibid, and Chapter 5 for detail).
Some authors think that the present day "Ya-Kha"
Dewans of Eastern Nepal are also descendents of the
mythological Yakshya people. It is note worthy that
the famous Yakshya commander (of Lord Kubera)
Mani Griba was ruling Eastern Tibet according to
various Puranas, It could have been ,easy for Mani
Griba's tribes to enter Nepal througl; Koshi Basins.
Puranas also mention about the location of Yakshya
King Kubera's, capital to be on thelleft-hand side of
Mt. Kailash. (If one looks toward,south from Tibet
Mt. Malika will be on the left hdnd side). Ancient
poet Kalidasa also mentions Alkapuri of Kubera to be
near-by Mt. Kailash. The word used is "utsanga"
(nearby) in Megh Doot. Mr. Badri Dutta Pandey in
his book (Ibid, p. 159) quotes Manasa Khanda and
writes that "Alakapuri" described by poet Kalidasa
was near Mt. Kailash and so was "Kanchan Puri" of
Kubera. As Alakapuri is more closely related to Lord
Indra the king Emperor of Vaidic Aryan "Deva
Gana", it seems more logical to think that "Kanchan
Puri" (City of Gold) was the capital of "Swarna
Bhumi" (Land of Gold). In "Manasa Khanda" of
Skanda Purana, the city of Kuber is said to be located
in the nothern direction nearby Goddess Malika's
mountain. Goddess Malika's temple is said to be
situated on the top of mount Malika, which is said to
be the "Help of Kubera's Wealth". Malika is in
Bajura District very near Khaptad National Park and
RamaRoshan areaof Achham. Mt. Kailash is straight
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north of Dhuli in Bajhang District. Dhuli is situated
at south west of Mt. Saipal and straight north of
Khaptad National Park. Mr. Badri Dutta Pandey also
quotes Manas Khanda and narrates the story of Lord
Shiva's marriage with Parvati. In his famous book
(Ibid p. 166) he notes that Lord Shiva stayed on in
VaidyaNath (now in Achham district) and sent Lord
Brhama as advance party to the court of King
Himalaya (Parvat Raj). In p. 168. Mr. Pandey further
quotes Manasa Khanda and describes VaidyaNath to
be situated near Mallika Devi and Bridha (Budhi)
Ganga (of Achham District at present). Lord Shiva
while waiting, "came in contact with herbs which
bccameof tremendous medical value with his touch."
It means symbolically that Lord Shiva had lived here
and had indeed taught Ayurveda to his disciples and
to use herbs (of Khaptad) in curing the sick. Lord
Shivais thus calledVaidyaNath Lord ofthe Ayurvedic
doctors. Even now, Khaptad area is renowned as the
home of numerous exotic and most valuable herbs.
Mr. Rebati RamanandaVaidyain his book "Bhagwan
Shankar" (Royal Nepal academy, 2045 B.S., p. 236)
hints that King Himalaya might have been the king of
Parvat Kingdom, hense, Parvat Raj. This kingdom
might have been covering the present day Parvat,
Jumla and Kalikot districts of present day Nepal.

The Siddha, Guihayakas, Vahyadharas
and Nagas:
Theothertribesalong with Khasas(Ya-Khasas)
arementioned in various Puranas. ButManasaKhanda
of Skanda Purana is more specific about them.
Siddhas:
Vayu Purana (p. 61, Diamond Pocket Books
Series, Delhi) mentions of the geography of Mt.
Kailash area and the mythological tribes living there.
It mentions of Yakshya commander Mani Bhadra
whose territory is said to be north-eastofMt. Kailash.
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I n the south of Mt. Kailash the location of Mansa +
Sarovar (manasarovar) is indicated and it is said that
the holy river "Sarayu" (River Kamali) is flowing out
of Manasarovar. (May be it was true during this
mythological time period but now River Kamali
flows from the near by snow fields (south west) of
Manasarovar). The siddhas are said to be residing in
the upstream areas of River Sarayu and other great
river "Lauhita" (Bramhaputra?) Some ofthe very old
people of Khaptad still mention about the existence
of Siddhas in Khaptad and especially of
"Ashowsthama" the famous son ofGuru Dronacharya.
Ashowsthama was cursed and punished by Lord
Krishna by taking out his third eye like devine jewel
from the centre of his forehead towards the end of
Great Mahabharata War. Hewas cursed to be immortal
but also to suffer from this wound in his forehead.
Even now, there is legend in Khaptad area that some
very tall hermit in one piece white cloth, visits
buffalo herders forbutter to ease his pain of wound on
his forehead. It is quite possible that Ashowsthama
and Guru Dronacharaya were born in Siddha tribe of
this area and also brought support of Khasa kings for
Prince Duryodhana in Mahabharata War. May be
Ashowsthama had come back to Khaptad area for
meditation after the defeat. Much research is needed
to establish this theory.

Guihyakas and Rakshyasas:
Mr. Kula Chandra Koirala in his book "Nepali
Khasa Bahunka KuldebataMasto" (p. 16, writes that,
as Guihakas were the miners of Lord Kubera's (gold)'
mines and as their duty was to maintain secrecy, they
were called "Guihyakas". He believes them to be no
different than Yakshyas. Only that their job was
different. Rakshyasas were not the ghosts as
commonly thought. They were from one of the most
brutal tribes of Yaksyas. They were "Rakshyasas"
(guards) of these mines.
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Vidyadhars, Gandharabas and Kinnars:
Manasakhanda also mentions of Manigriba and
others, who are said to be borned in Vidyadhara tribe,
who meditated in Khaptad to please Lord Shiva and
were emancipated by the blessings of Sahasreswar in
Sahashralinga of Khaptad. As these vidhadhars were
guided by Siddhas to reach Khaptad, they seem to be
outsiders who were in friendly terms with Siddhas.
Probably they were living in the west of Kinnar Loka
(present day Himanchal Pradesh of western
Himalayas). Mr. Badri Dutta Pandey in his book
(Ibid, p. 510) says that the home land of ancient
vidyadhar tribe was in the Hindukush area.
Similarly, there is frequent mention about
Gandarvas and Kinnars visiting northern and southern
parts of Manas Khanda or Swarna Bhumi. But they
are described as visitors and not as residents of this
area. Jt is commonly believed that the capital of
prehistoric Gandharvapeople was Purushpur(present
day Peshawar). If we study the map of HindukushWestern Himalayas one can see that from Peshawar
one can foflow River Sutlej and reach Manasoravar
Lake (Tibet) rather easily. It would not have been
difficult for horse riders to reach Bajhang and then to
Khaptad from Tibet, either by entering from Urai
pass or Via Humal through Khechar Nath, Kalikot
and Bajura.

The Naga People and Abrogenious
Kiratas:
Quoting Bhagabat Purana, Vallava Doval (Ibid)
states that Lord Shiva was borned in Naga Tribe.
Atkinson (lbid, p. 362) based on facts and local
traditions concludes that Khasa, Kiratas, Naagas and
Hunas were tribes of "Mountains"(Hima1ayas). Many
scholars believe that the pouranic term Naaga does
not mean snake but denotes the meaning "People of
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people as "Shauka". They had migrated from "Saka
Deweep" (west of Aftanisthan) to Tibet and India
who were originally form Kashgar or Khas Giri areas
of central Asia. In my opinion it is possible that the
famous "Shaka" people had mixed blood with
Mongolic tribes of Tibet, Kumaun and Far Western
Nepal. It is very possible that themythological Naaga
people were Shaka-Magars who were termed as
Kiratis in Nepal and Raj-Kiratis in Kumaun in India.
These abrogineous Magars may be different than
Kham-Magars who were migrated from Siberia.
(Please see research paper of David, E. Watters viz."
Siberian Shamanistic Traditions among the kham
Magars of Nepal, CNAS, T.U. Vol# 2, 1 Feb. 1975)
In Vayu Purana, Kiratas are mentioned along
with "Shabaras" and "Pulandas". In Far-Western
Nepal till 30-40 years ago one could hear of "Sabari"
salt traded by Saukas or Vuyasis (mongolic people
living in Vyasa Himal area). Famous Indian author
Suniti Kumar Chatteriji in his book Kirata-Jana-Kriti
quotes an ancient prayer (in the 1st page ) which is as
follows:-

Naga or Mountains". Himalaya is mentioned as "
Nagadhiraj" or King Emperor of Mountains in
Sanskrit. They were worshipers of Snake God and
may be, their tribal totam was the snake. The Naga
worshiping had become very popular throughout
Nepal and India. Till theMahavharat Period (roughly
3000 years B.P. or Before Present) Naagavansi kings
had spread their kingdoms as far as Maghura. Kalia
Naga was a friend of Lord Indra. Rekha Thapiliyal
(Ibid, p. 38) writes that Nagas and Kinnars were
successful in pushing "Munda" and "Kola" Indoaustroid (dark complexioned) tribal people into the
dense forests of Himalayan foot hills. but when the
Khasas invaded Kumaun, Garhwal and entered
Western Nepal they pushed the Kinnars and Naagas
into the wilderness. But she does not mention the
time period. She probably means second or third
influx of Khasas and not the "Pre-Mahabharata
Yakshyas" or Ya-khasas. She also mentions of some
handful "Jangei-Pangi" Raj-Kiratis still living in the
remote jungles of Pithauragarh in Kumaun, who
claim to be descendents of Naga people (who were
driven to jungles by Khasa people). She states the
existence of several famous Naaga temples in this
vicinity e.g. Beeri Naaga, Shesh Naaga and one on
the banks of Mahakali named Naaga-Kirateswar
temple. The temples of Naaga diety are spread in
Garhwal, Kumaun and Kashmir in the west and
through-out Nepal in the central and eastern
Himalayas.
"Saukas" living in the upper catchment areas of
Mahakali River both in India and Nepal may also
have mixed blood with this ancientmongolic"Naaga"
tribe evolved in Nepal. It is noteworthy that they
speak a varient of Mangarti language even now. (But
some scholars think that their ancestors were the
famous "Shaka" people.) Mr. Baddri dutta Pandey
(Ibid P. 526) writes that Chiese used to call "Shaka?

"Om! Salutation to Siva, the all good, the
Kirata!
Om! Salutation to Uma, the mother, the Sabari!
Therefore, it is of great cultural and religious
importance to find out who were Lord Shiva and
Paravati. Were they god like people (with great
supernatural powers) born in western Nepal? Lord
Shiva is regarded as "Avatara" (reincarnation) of
early Vedic God "Rudra" who represented cosmic
energy in theuniverseand firein this planed "Prithivi".
'

The Rautes and Kusundas:
Mr. Vadri Dutta Pandey writes (Ibid, P. 5 17519). That "Rautas" of Jagiswar (Kumaun) are also
called "Raj-Kiratis". According to Mr. Pandey, Mr.

. .
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Kroke, (an East-India companp official) writes that
theseRajis or Raj-Kiratis live injungles, make wooden
pots and worship "Bagh Nath" Mr. Pandey writing
about the Raj-Kiratis of Ashkot (adjoining Nepal,
situated in the wedern bank of Mahakali, and north
of Pithauragarh) states that they still (as far back as
1932) use bows and arrows, like to eat Langoor
monkeys, call themselves the'kings of the jungle and
make wooden pots. They wash sand and collect gold
particles. Mr. Pandey also writes in 1932 that they are
found in western Nepal. This author is of the firm
opening that as these "Rautes" of Kumaun are RauKiratis and these Raj-Kiratis are none other than
Magars of Far-Western Nepal who speak" Barha
Magarati" language of Himali group (other than who
speak Kham and Kaike Magarati language). It is very
possible that these Raj-Kiratis were Magars who first
came in contact with Yakshyas and Nordic Aryans. It
is very important to note that these Raj-Kiratis who
are also called "Jungi-Pangi" and live in Pithauragarh
District of Kamoun are worshipers of Nagas. Mr.
Badri Dutta Pandey in his book (Ibid P. 75) quoting
Pundit Nain Singh C.I.E.'s auto-biography (written
in 1883 A.D.) Writes that (long-ago) the Jungi Pangi
Chief Kala's widow used to live in at the source of
Gwad River. By chance she was visited by one Shaka
man (from Tibet) and latter on had children from this
Shaka man who was Naga Vansi. There after, the
clan expanded and Jangi-Pangi tribe became
worshipers of Nagas. Yogi Narahari Nath found that
Rautes worship Mahadeva and Sarad Chandra Sharma
writes that Rautes also worship Nagas (Ibid, P. 49)
Mr. Badri Dutta Pandey (Ibid, P. 633) writes that
these Jangi-Pangis declare themselves to be "Naga
Vansi". Dr. Harka Bahadur Buda Magar in his bood
"Kirat Bansa Ra Magarharu" (p. 479) has collected
62 clan names ("Tharas") of "Pun" Magars and has
listed "Orpa-Jangi" and "Pangi" in number27 and 30
respectively. Therefore, it is clear that Jangi-Pangis
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are related with "Pun" Magars and in the opinion of
this author, Naga Bansi Kiratis or Kirats of Puranic
(pre-historical) times were none other than "Barha
Mangarati" people. However, as stated earlier, they
had mixed blood of sun worshiping Shakas and other
Naga worshiping Mongolic tribes.
Mr. SatyaMohan Joshi (Karnali LodaSanskriti,
vol. 1.,2028 B.S., P. 8- 13)has studied the abrogenious
and ancient (now vanishing) tribes such as Rautes
and Kusundas. Some 50 years ago, Yogi Narahari
Nath observed them and wrote that there were more
Rautes than Kusundas in the Karnali Basin. Mr. Saras
ChandraSharma (in his bood Nepal RaYeskaNivasi,
P. 40-45) writes that Rautes are descendents of some
abrogenious Kirati (mongolic) tribe and worship
both Naagas and "Masto". Mr. Gauri Bahadur Karki,
(after spending some time with the clan of Raute
chief Mana Bahadur "Shahi") in his article (in
Kantipur, 16 Baishak, 2052) estimates that the total
population of Rautes still living in jungle of SetiKarnali Basin may be around 250 only. John
Rhinehard, Dor Bahadur Bista and Gauri Bahadur
Karki all alike estimate their number to be around
250. Rekha Thapaliyal in her book (Ibid, P. 234)
quotes census Report of India, 1971, and estimates
their number to be 539. She found that this clan used
to worship the Gods of jungle. Yogi Narahari Nath
(in his book, ltihasa Prakash vol. 2, BS 2013 P. 9-1 1)
had observed (50 years ago) that they have their own
language (which is spoken very fast) and bury their
dead. They are tall and with the red faces. Rautes are
noticed to be travelling by the river badsins of lower
Seti, Budhi Ganga, lower Karnali and Bheri. It seems
that they are the last remains of mythological "Naaga
Kiratas" who were driven to jungle by Khasas
according to one theory. Mr. Satya Mohan Joshi (in
his article in Nava Surichi, B.S. 2054, Poush 27)
thinks that Kusundas and Rautes are abrogenious

.
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tribes, which were forced to enter jungles because of
Zaads and Khasas in Far Western Nepal. The last few
clans of these tribes might have started worshiping
the Khasa deity of "Masto" or Marutas (the "Vedic"
God of wind and lightning, which has no form and
therefore, no statues). Probably this was KusundaRaute's strategy for survival against the brutal forces
of Khasas.
Yogi Narahari Nath in his book (lbid, P. 8-9)
has described Kusundas, He had seen some 50 years
ago, and describes them as taller than "BanaManchhe" (man from Jungle) who were seen as short
structured, dark complexioned and short necked. The
Bana-Manche may be of Indo-Austroid race. But the
Yogi's description of Raute and Kusunda Suggest
"Mongolic" physical features. Kusundas are said to
be extremely good archers and seen as wearing
"Gado" (one peace blanket like material used as
clothing in a special way) made of hemp fiber. This
type of "Gado" wearing is still-common in Far
Western Nepal and Gurung areas of western Nepal.
(Kusundas were found more in Gandaki Basins of
Western Nepal and are more close to Chepangs).
Now they are extinct more or less or those among the
very few left, have made themselves Hindus of
higher caste and lost their special identity.
Mr. Sharad Chandra Sharma in his book (Ibid,
P. 48-50) thinks that Rautes may be Kirats of TibetoBurman origin because their language is said to be
"Kham-chi" which seems to be a branch of TibetoBurman family of languages. However, it should not
be accepted as it is. Further research is needed. Mr.
Sharma also mentions that Rautes were divided into
two clans viz "Raut" and "Saud". It is noteworthy
that there is a sizable population of "Sauda" in FarWestern Nepal. This author thinks that some Raute
clans might have come in contact with some friendly
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Khasa clas and inter-clan "marriage" might have
taken place and gradually such clans of Rautes might
gave been accepted as (the then more powerful)
Khasas, But here a1so;much research is needed to
establish this theory. This author strongly believes
that the Rautes have evolved in Far-Westem Nepal
and were the human beings of stone-age mongolic
equivalent of some unknown mutated branch of
"Neanderthal" men of Middle Paleolithic Age. As
the fossilized tooth of "Ramapithecus" was found in
the banks of Tinau River near Butawal in the foot hills of Chure hills in 1982 A.D. (which was found to
be 11 million year old), there is a strong possibility
that the human life was evolved in the foot hill valleys
of Himalaya. (For detail please see "Ancient Nepal,"
June-July 1998, Department of Archeology,
Kathmandu.) Although, there has been no other
important findings after the findings or the tooth to
this "Missing Link" (ape like man or man like ape.)
However, the other most important archeological
findings were the "Paleolithic" tools found in the
banks of DanavaTal in Bardiya, which are termed as
"Pri-Chellian" by experts and believed to be used by
"Homo -Erectus" men of more than one million years
B.P. Please note that Bardiya in on the left bank of
Karnali River on the foot hill plains and not very far
from Khaptad. Yet another important finding is that
of rock paintings in thecave near-by Dalbandavillage
of Almoda District (not very far from west bank of
Mahakali River). Dr. D.P. Agrawal (in his book
"Rock Paintings in Kamaun" Vol. 11, P. 75-77) ha
dated the cave paintings to be 25-30 thousand years
old. Therefore, it can be concludedthat human life
had, evolved in Karnali-Mahakali basins. But
unfortunately, there has been almost no archeological
investigations in Khaptad-Malika area. Without
proper and deep study, it is not possible at this stage
to say whether these people (using such" Paleolithic"
weapons or living in the caves were "Managolic"
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Naga-Kiratas, Rautes or people of "Indo-Austroid"
races.
Archaeological Remains:
Dr. RajaRam Subedi (Madhupark, Jestha, 2052
B.S.) has quoted Pundit Uma Kanta Bhatta's
Khecharadir Mahatmya and states that whole of
Khaptad area was called "Khecharadri" by ancient
Aryans, It is believed that from Central Asia two
tribes of Khasa people came to Khaptad Area via
Iran, They were "Ephlatitois" and "Nephtalites". In
Iran, where some of them seem to have stayed for
centuries before they came to Khaptad Area, they
were called Nephtalites. This author is of the opinion
that some of these people entered Nepal through
Manasarovar and Mt. Kailash area of Tibet. As they
were horse riding, hunting gathering tribes, they
must have found Khaptad plateau as an ideal place
for rearing horses and to settle down. Now, these
"Nephtali" people started calling themselves
"Haptali" and latter on Khaptali people which now
has become Khaptadi. This area seems to have become
centre of a big civilization covering a large area of
South-West Tibet and mid and Far Western Nepal,
Kumaun and Garhwai. Quoting the reverend Khaptad
Baba, Dr. Subedi writes in this article that the famous
sage seemed to know of some archeological sites,
which seem to be the ruminates of a pre-historical
period, which now are covered by very dense forests.
The famous sage Khaptad Baba even thought that
these remains may be from the time of the civilization
of Mahabharat (some 3000 to 3500 years B. P.). The
author of this paper agrees with Khaptad Baba, as
there are some mentions of Khasa King, Who brought
"Pipilic" gold to present the wealth to Emperor
Yudhisthira. It is mentioned in Himabat Khanda
(Skanda Puran's annex under Meur Khanda,
Gorekshya Petta. Pashupati Mirgasthali, B.S. 2013,
P. 46, of Napali part) that Kubera (or the person
holding the position of Kubera), the king of Yakshyas
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of that time was the grandson of one of the "saptarishi"
Pulatysa and his mother was from Guihyaka tribe. It
is also noted that his eyes were brown coloured.
Kuberas were great devotees of Lord Shiva. The
famous Rakahyasa King Ravana is said to be his stepbrother who had meditated in the banks of Ra-Khasa
Lake near Mt. Kailash. All these "Pauranic" records
suggest the existence of a great Yakshya tribe in and
around Khaptad.
Thus, Khaptad seems to have been already the
centre of power and culture'before the advent of great
Khasa Kingdom founded by Naga Raja of Sinja
(Jumla) around the beginning of 12th century A.D.
Nag Raja had come to Sinja from Khari Province of
Tibet. Therefore, it seem that theNephtali or Khaptali
tribes of Khasas were "Yakshyas" and had come to
Khaptad area much earlier than" Zaad" Khasas of
Khari who founded a very powerful empirein western
Nepal. These Zaad Khasas may not even be pure
"Kassites" and they could be of "Huns" or Khampa
blood mixture, as their Dhamis speak very ancient
Tibetan language. Please see Kula Chandra Koirala
(lbid, p. 20, 36) for detail. This author is of the
opinion that both Yakshyas (Ya-Khasas) of Khaptad
Area and Jallendhari of "Zaad" Khasas of Jumla may
be descendants of the great Shaka Tribe of Central
Asia. These Jallendhare Khasas also seem to have
reached Khaptad Area also at around 1100 A.D. But
this is only my theory. Muchresearch workis needed
to establish this theory. Mr. Surya Mani Adhikari in
his book "The Khasa Kingdom". ( 1997 edition, p.
29) concludes that the Khasas were the chief
inhabitants of north-westem mountainous region of
Indian sub-continent from the very early period. It
appears that the first "Jalandhari Khasa" groups
arrived in western Nepal around the middle of the
first millennium A.D. But, it is quite likely that the
Khaptadi or "Nephatli Khasas" had entered Nepal
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earlier than or at least during the time of Lord Shiva
and were called Yakshyas. (They seem to be from
different tribe and were not Jalandhari Punjabi or
Kashmiri Khasa people. Sinjali or Jumli Khasa Kings
have some Jalandhara Khasaconnection).To estimate
the time of Lord Shiva's marriage with goddess
Parvati is not easy. But we have some indications.
Lord Shiva's marriage took place during the reign of
famous King Divodasa (according to Vayu Purana).
According to Riga Veda (7th Mandala), Divodasa's
son, Sudasa had defeated Sambar with the help of
king Dasharatha-I. According to Vabishya Purana
(Parti Sharga Parva, verse 43-44) Dasharatha-I was
ruling Ayodhaya some 12 generations earlier than
Lord rama. (Kasharatha I1 was Lord Rama's father).
This means that Dashratha-I, was ruling the kingdom
of Ayodhya some 240 to 300 years earlier than Lord
Rama's time. Dr. Satya Ketu Vidyalankar has
estimated the Mahabharata time to be 1424 B.C. or
some 3,400 B.P. and Lord Rama's time to be 500
years earlier or 3,900 to 4000 years B.P. His
calculations are based on name list of Kings of "Sun
Dynasty" considering an average of 20 years for each
generation. These estimates are widely accepted by
Indian scholars. Thus, King Divodasa's time can be
estimated to be some 250 years earlier than the time
of lord Rama. This way, it can be deducted that Lord
Shiva's marriage to Parvati took place some
4000+250=4250 years B.P. Likewise it can be
deducted that Lord Kubera of Lord Shiva's time was
ruling Khaptad-Malika area some 4,250 years B.P.
.Therefor- it 6 possible to find the archeological
evidense of Yakshyas which may be 4 to 5 thousand
years old.
It can be concluded that many students of
history and archeology from various universities and
research scholars from various oriental research
institutes, all over the world, may be interested in
Khaptad, if they are provided with background

-

information.Thiscancertain1yhelpdevelopscientific
tourism of Khaptad Area.
Khasa Kura the mother of Modern Nepali
Language
As said earlier, some of the "Puranas" mention
Khasapeople withTanganas, Kulindas, Kirats, Sakas
and Daradas who are also said to be living in the
mountains. From linguistic point of view the name of
the "Daradi" tribe is important, as the original Khasa
(Nepali) language is found to be close to "Daradi"
language. Prof. J. Tucchi in his book ("on the Swaat,
the Dardas and Connected Problem," 1977,p. 65) has
found that in Swaat and Hindukush area three scripts
viz. Darada, Khasya and Chinese were being used
around 1,000 B.C. By that time the Khasas had -~
already their own language. By the 1stcentury (A.D.)
these Khasa people had spread all over western and
mid-western Himalayas. These Khasas (Jalandharis
and not the Yakshyas) had already become powerful
enough to force the local tribes of western Nepal
(mostly Magars ) to use Khasa Kura (language). Mr..
Purna ParkashYatri ( in his article in Prachin Nepal,
Department of Archeological, Kathmandu, augustSeptember, 1977) states his belief that Khasa people
had entered Tibet and Nepal in various._batches
during the time period of 2000 B.C. to 8th century
A.D. It seems that the ones who developed Khasa
Kura (the original Nepali language) were not YaKhasas (or Yakshyas) but, the "Jalandhari" Khasas
who entered Nepal via Garhwal and Kumaun, (and
probably not the "Zaad" tribes which entered Jumla
from Khari). The "Zaade" Khasas (who latter declared
themselves as Sri Pali Vansaja) used Huna (Khampa)
Tibetan language.
Mr. Kula Chandra Koirala in his book (Ibid, p.
20 and 32) implies that the "Masto Dhamis"
(Shamans) of Khapar Masto or Khaptad (God Masto

30
while, in trance, use intangible ancient form of
"Shursaini Prakrita", (which is quite different than
Huna Khampa Tibetan). He has also noted that the
ancient Khasas of Kashmir, Jalandhar and to some
extent in Garhwal use "Tushari Prakrita" klbid, p. 20)
and the ancient Zaad Khasas used Khasa Kura mixed
with Kham or Hun languages (Ibid p. 36). Mr. Ram
Bhadur Rawal writing the "Introduction" part of Mr.
Koirala's book has also observed that (Tharpa-Aadi)
Masto D p m i s still use "Kham" language (Ibid, p.
Na) This/'indicates that the seeds of Khasa Kura and
present-day Nepali language were sown in Khaptad
where the Jalandhari Khasas were also assembled.
The famous historian late Babu Ram Acharya (in his

Ancient Nepal
book "Nepal KO Sanskritik Parampara", 2045 B.S.,
p. 53 and 55) thinks that latter-on this Khasa Kura
was refined and popularized in the medival lungdom
of "Pravata". Therefore, Nepali Language was also
called "Parbate Kura". PrithiviNarayan Shah brought
and popularized this language in Kathmandu Valley,
which was then called Gorkhali language. When
Nepal was unified and expanded upto Kangada in the
West and Sikkim in th east, Gorkhali became Nepali
language.
From the analysis presented above it is very
clear that Khaptad Area can be extremely interesting
place for the researchers and students of languages
and literature from Nepal, India and abroad.
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